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  ABSTRAKTI / ABSTRACT  

Artikkelissa selvitetään, miten tietäjähahmot esitetään 1800-luvun lopulla ja 1900-luvun 

alussa ruotsinkieliseltä Pohjanmaalta kerätyssä uskomustarina-aineistossa. Aineistoa lähes-

tytään kvalitatiivisen tekstianalyysin kautta. Esitän, että pohjanmaalaiset ruotsinkieliset us-

komustarinat tietäjistä heijastavat ambivalentteja malleja liittyen taikuutta harjoittaviin hen-

kilöihin. Uskomusaineistossa esiintyvät tietäjähahmot olivat yhteisön jäseniä, jotka paransivat 

sairauksia, löysivät kadonneita esineitä, ihmisiä ja eläimiä sekä harjoittivat vahingoittavaa 

noituutta. Artikkeli tarjoaa uutta tietoa vähän tutkitusta uskomusperinteestä ruotsinkieli-

sellä Pohjanmaalla. Tietäjiin liitettyjä vernakulaareja uskomusmalleja voidaan hyödyntää 

myös muiden ruotsinkielisten alueiden perinteen tutkimuksessa. Tulokset osoittavat, että tie-

täjien hahmo edustaa uskomustarinoissa parantajaspesialisteja ja yhteisön jännitteiden sääte-

lijöitä. 

 

This paper examines the cunning folk tradition in Swedish-speaking rural Ostrobothnia ac-

cording to textual folklore material collected at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. Qual-

itative text analysis is used as a method to survey narratives from the region. I argue that 

Ostrobothnian Swedish-language belief narratives about cunning folk reflect ambivalent models 

about people who were considered to practise witchcraft. Consistent with prior research, the 

cunning folk of the Ostrobothnian narratives were members of the community who were able to 

heal illnesses, find stolen property and practise malevolent witchcraft. The article offers new 

localised information about vernacular beliefs in Swedish-speaking Ostrobothnia, an area that 

is often overlooked. The findings reported in this article could be applied to folklore material 

from other Swedish-speaking regions in Finland. It seems that there was an established narra-

tive model for the cunning folk as specialized healers and regulators of communal tensions.   

_____________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: cunning folk, vernacular beliefs, Ostrobothnia, belief narratives, 

witchcraft. 
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Introduction 
 

This paper concerns Swedish-language folklore in Ostrobothnia at the turn of the 20th century, which is 

an under-studied topic. The primary source material consists of belief narratives collected from the region 

at that time. The argument put forward is that belief narratives about the cunning folk in Ostrobothnia 

reflect an ambivalent attitude towards people who were thought to practise witchcraft. Given that mate-

rial about vernacular beliefs was collected from Ostrobothnia in relatively large quantities, the analysis of 

source material from the region offers a unique insight into Finland-Swedish vernacular beliefs at the 

turn of the 19th and 20th centuries.1 Procedures such as qualitative analysis of the narrative texts and 

finding out what communal models they communicated point towards a tradition that was current and 

established in the region.2 All this brings new localised information to the study of cunning folk, and of 

witchcraft in general.3 

The cunning folk were able to heal the sick, cure cattle, find stolen property and lost people, 

foretell the future and practise malevolent witchcraft.4 The lack of physicians as well as the absence of 

police officers enabled them to carry out healing and detection tasks that in later decades were assigned 

to official authorities.5 However, little is known about the people who visited the cunning folk and why 

they did so. Therefore, I focused my research on the belief narratives and what they reveal about vernac-

ular models of cunning folk in the region. 

Ostrobothnia at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries was a region comprising several rural vil-

lages that depended on agriculture and fishing.6 Fields were located close to the farmhouses, and they 

were cultivated such that all the work had to be done at the same time. This created tensions among 

villagers and turned communities into socially close-knit enclaves in which the cunning people operated.7 

Living in the same community as most of their clients, the cunning folk exploited local gossip and ten-

sions between people.8 The Finland Swedish peasant culture rested on the concept of limited good, mean-

ing that there is only a limited amount of good in the world.9 Therefore, if one’s neighbour was wealthier 

or had more agricultural products, it took something away from one’s own property and supply.10 It was 

possible to steal from or bring other people bad luck or ill-health via witchcraft, and the cunning folk 

were needed to identify the witch, for example.11  

To shed more light on different aspects of local vernacular models of the cunning folk I ap-

proached the material according to the diverse themes it represents. First, I consider the communal mod-

els of the cunning folk that are represented in the belief narratives. Second, I look more closely at two of 

their deeds that are most frequently mentioned in the Swedish-speaking narrative data, namely finding 

stolen property or lost cattle and healing. Finally, I analyse the malevolent side of these magic-users. The 

next section describes the sources and the method applied in this article. 
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Sources 
 

I collected textual material from the archives of The Society of Swedish Literature in Finland (henceforth 

SLS) in Helsinki so that I could assess the extent and contents of Swedish-language belief narratives about 

the cunning folk. I went through narratives concerning ‘people able to do witchcraft’ [‘trollkunniga personer’] 

and folklore collections from Ostrobothnia. The primary material analysed in this article consists of 272 

Swedish-language belief narratives collected between 1879 and 1966 in Ostrobothnia. Narratives about 

the cunning folk fall into two categories: local narratives about named cunning folk or otherwise identi-

fiable individuals12 (158/272), and traditional narratives that are more general and do not identify indi-

viduals (121/272)13. Narratives about users of magic and witchcraft were gossip-like, based on speculation 

about local individuals and their practices, thereby reflecting communal norms and moral considera-

tions.14 These narratives therefore tell more about the community in which they were told than about 

certain individuals as such. 

 

 
  

Lovisa Törndal was one of the individuals rumoured to practice witchcraft. Forsblom, Valter W. 
Lovisa Törndals Backstuga. (1916): SLS 269_6. CC BY 4.0. Source: SLS Finna 

 

 I chose to set aside the distinction between memorates and belief legends. My aim is to analyse 

what the local narratives convey about the role of the cunning folk in the belief narratives, and such a 

distinction yields no additional information on the subject.15  I define ‘vernacular’ as the “voluntary cul-

tural expression of communities”16 as indicative of the creativity expressed in the folklore data.17 With 

regard to Finland-Swedish folklore, it is difficult to know whether the informants believed the stories 

they told the collectors.18 The question of whether the narrators believed these narratives is therefore 

impossible to answer. An analysis of the main themes of the narratives reveals communal models of the 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.sv
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cunning folk as representatives of communal knowledge of how a person with magical skills was thought 

to behave.19 It could be argued that belief narratives contain collective models that are supplemented 

when they are shared with a wider audience.20 

Witchcraft beliefs were more common in self-sufficient rural communities than in urban settle-

ments, but they were gradually affected by economic and industrial change.21 Changes, especially in the 

development of medicine, influenced how the cunning folk and their practices were narrated. It is men-

tioned in nine accounts that people previously believed in witchcraft and in the cunning folk,22 or that it 

was rare for them to turn to cunning folk.23 These narratives reflect the experiences that Éva Pócs had 

with her interviewees concerning beliefs about Romanian non-Christian demons lidéric and szépasszony.24 

Narratives concerning these characters implied that they belonged to the past. This dismissive stance as 

well as the rationalisation of such beliefs were clearly addressed to the collector, at least on some level. A 

similar situation may also have arisen in the case of Ostrobothnian folklore. There are indications that 

the interviewees situated their experiences and narratives about the cunning folk in the past, possibly 

because they thought that collectors of folklore did not share their beliefs even if they were contempo-

rary.25  

 The narration of vernacular beliefs to collectors who were not part of the community led to the 

formation of the negative legend as a category. According to Pócs, “This text type turns the supernatural 

into the rational, dispelling certain beliefs and, at least on the surface, manifesting disbelief and doubt 

through the use of evidence.” Nevertheless, fear of the supernatural and a desire to suppress belief in 

these beings is still present in the narratives.26 I suggest that this also applies to Swedish-language vernac-

ular beliefs about the cunning folk. Belief narratives were still told about them, but with sceptical under-

tones. Even though the cunning folk possessed knowledge that other members of their community did 

not, they were not necessarily thought to have used supernatural powers.27 It was said of Himis Heik, for 

example, that he laughed at any kind of superstition,28 and that he used his tricks to scare his patients and 

to make them feel uncomfortable.29 Moreover, the reasons why people sought help from the cunning 

folk were not necessarily connected to beliefs.30 Let us now consider the generalised communal models 

of the cunning folk based on the source material. 

 

General models of the cunning folk  
 

In 1867 the periodical Österbotten published an article about witchcraft [‘widskepelse’] in Ostrobothnia, 

which lists malevolent witchcraft, finding stolen goods and healing as the main tasks of a wise man or 

woman.31 This listing is very similar to the social needs the cunning folk fulfilled in their society as re-

ported in modern research. I intend to focus on these tasks in this article and to leave aside other char-

acteristics such as divination, which appears rarely in the source material.  

Most of the cunning folk mentioned in the narratives are male. This is in line with findings from 

Finnish-speaking regions, the assumption being that men have more personal power than women.32 The 

gender divide is also distinguishable in the terms used about the cunning folk: trollkarl, kåkelgubbe or 

trollgubbe [‘male witch’] is used in 80/272 instances whereas trollgumma, kåkelgumma or trollkäring [‘female 

witch’] is used in only six. Curiously, the ratio is slightly reversed in the case of kloka gubbe [‘wise man’] 

4/272 and kloka gumma [‘wise woman’] 5/272. On a terminological level, the cunning folk have been 

called witches. It was believed in rural Finland that witches took revenge for wrongs done against them, 

such as being denied food or other supplies, being cursed and accused of causing illness or other kinds 

of magic-induced harm.33 Witches who stole butter luck or cattle were an economic threat to society. 
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Cunning folk, on the other hand, were seen as providers of healthcare rather than as a threat.34 Most 

belief narratives about witches living in the community concern those who stole luck during annual fes-

tivities, whereas narratives about the cunning folk are more nuanced.35 Explicit accusations of witchcraft 

do not appear in the Finnish sources, which nevertheless refer to the harm-doing of witches being re-

versed by magical means.36 The dichotomy between a nameless, purely malevolent witch and a cunning 

person is made clear in this example of communal knowledge: “Healers did not want to be recognised as 

male witches or witches, just as the people who visited them did not want to be recognised as seeking 

help from people the Catechism explicitly characterised as similar to “the Devil and his followers.”37 To 

distinguish “witches” from the cunning folk on a narratological level, I have focused on the general 

context of the narrative: “When someone was suffering from pain, s/he got him/herself three stoups of 

hard liquor and went to see a trollgubbe. - -“38 For example, in this instance the healing is sought from a 

trollgubbe, signifying that in this case a male witch was not considered as a purely malevolent person. 

However, it is difficult to draw the line between witches and the cunning folk in the narratives, and the 

categories overlap in many cases.39 

The narratives mention the occupations of cunning folk with regard to five local men: “[Himis-

Hejk] lived in Staversby [a village in Korsholm] and was a shoemaker,”40 “Riback the Smith, who was a 

”witch man”, healed pains and said something about the Virgin Mary’s blood and other terrible things,”41 

Silver Smith [Fi. ‘Håpiaseppä’] and Bjurör’s Kal who was also a shoemaker. All of these refer to artisan 

occupations except for one narrative about Moliis, an adjunct pastor.42 Magical knowledge distinguished 

cunning people from other members of the community in a similar manner as master craftsmanship.43 

Among the belief narratives studied in this article are ten that explicitly refer to a healer using knowledge 

of which other people were unaware:44 “An old man in Övermark “lagade om” (treated) his toothache with 

hard liquor but what he read over the hard liquor was a mystery. - -.”45 Magical knowledge was valued 

cultural capital that aroused a great deal of curiosity about a cunning person’s deeds, and sometimes had 

unwanted consequences:46 “A male witch was about to cure an ache. He walked around the church coun-

ter-clockwise and shouted that the doors should open but nothing happened: the reason for this was that 

some boys were listening.”47  

Those with specialised knowledge are identified as old people or wise people.48 Other than that, 

the narrative material reveals nothing about why cunning folk might have started their practising or when 

in their lifetime they became aware that they had these skills.49 Nevertheless, there are indications of 

vernacular model of how they acquired their skills. The social hierarchy of the community is implicit in 

the notion that secret knowledge could only be taught to a younger person.50 Sometimes the cunning 

person used powerful charms that they did not wish to teach to anyone, but as soon as they imparted 

their knowledge to others they lost the power to heal.51 Moreover, anyone who taught their healing meth-

ods to an older person lost their power.52 This model also appears in a belief narrative in which the 

cunning person learns his/her craft from another witch [‘trollkarl’]: “In Kimo there lived a woman who 

was skilled in sorcery, called “Lorkon”. She learned her skills from a male witch who had taken her to 

church - - “.53 

Teeth were indicative of a person who was skilled in magic. According to two accounts, being 

born with teeth indicated that the child might grow up to become a cunning person.54  This belief is 

known from other regions in Finland. Teeth were considered the hardest part of a human body, therefore 

they also contained the power of the cunning person.55 Wearing a dead person’s shirt to become a trollkarl 

belongs to this model of making oneself ‘hard’ to be able to use magic.56 The loss of teeth in a cunning 

person was a sign of a loss of power, thus s/he should teach his/her skills to a younger person who still 

had all their teeth.57  Powerful healers may well have needed their teeth to make them strong enough to 
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banish illnesses,58 given that healers were supposed to hold a coin between their teeth.59 However, ac-

cording to Finnish narratives from Eastern Finland, hard material in the mouth could also replace the 

missing teeth that would have made the magical healer more powerful.60 

The possession of magical skills to help members of the community often ran in families.61 It is 

not explicitly stated in the Ostrobothnian narratives that the ability to heal, to fore-tell the future and to 

find lost goods ran in families, although Forsblom notes that the craft was handed down from father to 

son, from mother to daughter.62 This could also be implied in several belief narratives that describe an 

older person teaching their skills to a younger one, as mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, it is not clearly 

stated even in these accounts that the younger person should be a relative of the older one. Nor are there 

belief narratives about certain families being more skilled than others in the work required from a cunning 

person. Belief narratives are about individuals, with little or no additional information about their families. 

It was forbidden to thank the cunning person for healing the patient. Instead, the client was expected to 

give a coin by way of acknowledgement,63 even though there was not a fixed price for the treatment.64 

Conversely, it is implied in the Finnish material that the cunning folk were often paid in kind, not in 

money.65 Moreover, according to the Swedish material, cunning people who took payment for their heal-

ing services would lose their skill.66 However, loss of skills when taking payment for magical healing is 

not apparent in the local knowledge analysed in this article. 

As well as having specialised knowledge, the cunning people were described as omniscient.67 They 

knew who people were even though they had never seen them before, for example: “Himis Hejk in the 

proximity of Vasa recognized people even though he had not met them before. - - “68 They were able to 

talk about a client’s problem before the client had told them what was wrong, which increased trust in 

the cunning person’s skills.69 Narratives that represented a cunning person’s power were about stopping 

animals and being able to heal from a distance, for example.70 “Some people were thought to have power 

over livestock. One of them was Riback the Smith in Petalax. He could make the wildest horse stand still 

for shoeing. He spat on his hand and stroked the animal on the back so that he stood totally still and just 

shivered. - - Old Man Rös in Övermark had the same skill. Once he castrated a furious bull without 

binding it and turning it over.”71 As information about their extraordinary skills spread in the form of 

narratives, people knew where to go when they needed assistance.72 

Having considered the general concepts, I now focus on the deeds that were required of success-

ful cunning folk. Healing and finding stolen property emerge from the belief narratives as the most valued 

and frequently mentioned tasks, therefore I consider them in more detail below.  
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Healing as the main task of the cunning folk 
 

Healing was the most important task a cunning person could carry out for the community.73 The most 

difficult cases were given to the cunning folk who shared a culturally similar worldview with their pa-

tients.74 The material includes 141/272 narratives about magical healing. According to Swedish-language 

folklore, the natural balance must be restored by a specialised healer.75 Himis Hejk, for example, was 

asked to clean a sauna after people who had been there developed boils [‘bölder’]. It helped, even though 

no one knew what Himis Hejk did.76 The reputation of a powerful healer hinged on personal charisma 

rather than formal authority, which is reflected in belief narratives about famous healers.77 In some cases, 

the person who had bewitched the patient was far more powerful than the cunning person who was 

trying to cure the illness.78  

It was a common custom to bring hard liquor for the cunning person.79 They were entrusted to 

diagnose the illness and to establish who or what had caused it. When the origin was known, the cunning 

person used his/her specialised abilities to restore the patient’s health.80 This was done by using the hard 

liquor as an instrument from which to see where the illness had come from.81 Alcohol was a strong 

healing instrument: 22/141 narratives of healing mention alcohol being consumed by the patient, or 

charms being read over it.82  

Sand from the graveyard [‘liksand’] and other substances related to the dead are mentioned as the 

cause of illnesses that only a specialised healer can heal in 17/141 narratives. The reasons why such 

substances caused illness vary. If the taking of bones from the graveyard caused the illness, the bones 

should be returned by a magical healer.83 Visiting graveyards with a known cunning person or a with male 

witch [‘trollkarl’ and ‘trollgubbe’] as a cure is mentioned in eight narratives, and in this manner the natural 

balance was restored.84 People do not need to be in direct contact with the dead to be infected: they might 

fear the dead or they might have accidentally looked into the dead person’s eye and caught an illness in 

that way.85 It is mentioned in one instance that a weak-nerved person could catch an illness crossing a 

place where there is liksand.86 In this example, the weakness of the individual causes the sickness that 

would have otherwise been avoidable.87 Having a strong nature is described in two other narratives as 

protection against magical harm.88 Similarities among the causes of illness caught from the dead and hav-

ing a strong nature to resist it indicate that despite language differences, the Swedish-language and the 

Finnish-language narratives represent parallel models.  
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Bones were used in witchcraft. Bone chamber from the Vörå graveyard. Hägglund, Erik. 

Benkammaren På Vörå Begravningsplats. (1910-1962): SLS 865 B 478. CC BY 4.0. 

Source: SLS Finna 
 

 

Apart from curing illnesses, the cunning folk were also trusted to stop the flow of blood. Among 

the material analysed in this article are 15/141 narratives of blood-stopping. Langås-Mick, for example, 

stopped the flow by cursing so that the heart stopped beating in the chest.89 Another example reflects 

the community’s disapproval of using charms or magical healing: “Certain people could stop the blood 

but it was such a big sin that it was death in question, and that is why they did not repeat anything.”90 

The power of these people was so strong that even their presence was enough to stop the blood from 

flowing,91 or they could stop it from a distance.92 This aligns with Finnish narratives about cunning folk 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.sv
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[Fi. ‘tietäjä’] who are able to staunch the flow of blood. In the Finnish material, the power [Fi. ‘luonto’] of 

the person who staunches blood emanates from his own body to the patient’s from a distance.93 

Medicine was not the only modern profession adopted by the cunning folk during the moderni-

sation process. Another one was that of detective, as mentioned earlier. I will now consider this aspect, 

which is often mentioned in Ostrobothnian belief narratives. 

 

Finding stolen property 
 

The cunning people’s skill in locating stolen property and naming the thief was valued in the community, 

and was something that no one else knew how to do.94 There are 32/272 narratives that describe how a 

cunning person detects thieves, and finds lost property and cattle. Unlike the narratives on healing, those 

about lost or stolen property tend to be associated with local cunning folk.95 The cunning person might 

have enforced client’s suspicions of the most likely suspect, and in doing so he or she utilized local gos-

sips.96 However, thieves are seldom, if ever, named in the source material analysed in this article.97 Nar-

ratives that describe how the cunning person detected the thief may be rather generalised in nature: 

“Lunda-Jonon in Övermark could see where the stolen objects had gone;”98 or “one could retrieve stolen 

objects by using alcohol to see “who had stolen it.” Patersko could see in the hard liquor and return 

things. - -.“99 However, the cunning person identifies the thief in several narratives, who is made to return 

the stolen objects.100  

After all, fear of the cunning person was sometimes enough to make thieves confess or return 

stolen goods.101 It is implied in Ostrobothnian folklore that the thief was forced [‘tvinga’] to return goods 

thanks to the skills of the cunning person.102 Detecting thieves using the forces of the dead is a common 

motif in the Finnish belief narrative.103 A visitation to the church or the graveyard, or the ringing of 

church bells are mentioned in 10/32 narratives as ways in which the cunning person would retrieve the 

stolen property, and in two of these narratives the dead folk are mentioned as the force that will make 

the thief return the objects.104 

The cunning folk were not always successful in finding stolen property, however. According to 

one belief narrative, Lurkon was not able to find the real thief even though she tried twice, and with the 

help of the dead.105 Belief narratives that represent the cunning person as fallible might indicate that their 

powers were no longer so credible among the community.106 The above-mentioned local narrative implies 

that Lurkon might not have been so skilled after all: she might have had a helper in a newly-dug grave 

shouting the names of the thieves, and she might even have stolen the silver roubles that were needed in 

the ritual. 

The cunning folk in Swedish-language folklore were ambivalent characters who nevertheless fol-

lowed vernacular models of how these people learned their craft and practised it. A person who knows 

how to practise benevolent witchcraft also knows how to perform malevolent supranormal tasks. An 

association between the cunning folk and the Devil is also present in the narrative data, as I discuss next. 
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Magical harm and the pact with the Devil 
 

The Church’s effect on vernacular beliefs about the cunning folk remains uncertain, although it could be 

argued based on the narrative sources that the Christian worldview affected the manner in which the use 

of magic was contemplated.107 Given that there were still cunning folk in the 20th century, its critical 

attitude had clearly not extinguished such beliefs.108 The reluctance to tell of vernacular beliefs in witch-

craft might have had something to do with their current status in the community at the time of collecting. 

Such beliefs were considered non-Christian, although the folklore collectors were interested in them.109 

In addition, it was difficult for collectors to gain the trust of the interviewees such that they would share 

knowledge they had learned to hide from other members of the community and the clerical authorities.110 

The cunning folk fulfilled the role of vernacular healer and detective in their community, but on the other 

hand, local narratives indicate that they were associated with the Devil: they had sold their soul to111 or 

were otherwise associated with the Devil.112 These narratives are more general in nature, reflecting the 

community’s moral view of people who practised witchcraft that extends to the common European motif 

of selling one’s soul to the Devil for personal gain.113 

Ambivalence in this context could be described as a maleficium-healing duality in which the cun-

ning person acts in the belief narrative.114 Although a cunning person might commit a sin by selling 

his/her soul to the Devil, s/he nevertheless had skills that benefitted the whole community, such as 

healing.115 In general, those who could their powers to do good could also use them to do harm.116 Eight 

of the narratives describe local rumours about a certain cunning person, such as Himis-Hejk or Lovisa 

Törndal, causing harm with their magical skills.117 Narratives about the malevolence of cunning folk could 

also have served to balance social tensions within the community. It is claimed in one narrative that 

Himis-Hejk forced a woman who had spoken ill of neighbour’s wife to run around the yard after the 

wife, and prevented her from coming back until he released her from his spell.118 Narratives apparently 

expressing admiration of cunning people for their power, even if used a malevolently, may have strength-

ened their reputation as people who should be approached with caution.119 Being considered dangerous 

also helped to protect cunning people and witches from thievery and other threats.120  

Having defined the general models of cunning folk in the Swedish-language belief narratives from 

Ostrobothnia, I will end with some concluding remarks. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In sum, it is clear from the above discussion that the cunning folk’s role in the narratives is to sooth 

communal tensions and to use their magical skills to restore the balance, whether it relates to health or 

property. They seemingly used hard liquor and the forces of the dead in their tasks. This represents a 

wider vernacular model of how a person with magical skills is characterised. These narratives reflect 

similar vernacular beliefs about the toughness of people dealing with magical harm or good, as Finnish-

language studies have previously shown. This research demonstrates how the cunning folk were narrated 

in Swedish-speaking Ostrobothnia. The results could be applied in a broader scholarly discussion of the 

cunning folk. 
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